Abstract
I. Introduction
The ability to create Three-Dimensional Stacked Integrated Circuits (3D-SICs) alleviates or even eliminates various existing problems in planar ICs. A 3D-SIC consists of multiple stacked planar dies, fabricated in a conventional process augmented by new Through Silicon Via (TSV) process steps, which electrically connect the planar wafers in the vertical direction. An efficient partitioning of IP cores among the stacked dies reduces the need for long wires and is thus able to reduce the wire delay, as well as the power dissipation [1] , [2] . Heterogeneous integration is a promising concept for 3D-SICs, since each layer can be manufactured with different technology and optimized for speed or area. This affects the yield, performance, and lithography cost positively. Furthermore, miniaturization of the physical sizes of stacked dies reduces the footprint size and volume area, which in turn increases the package density. Examples of 3D-SICs include 3D CMOS sensors [3] , 3D FPGAs [3] , 3D processors [4] , 3D cache and memory [5] , [6] , and combined stacks of memories and processors [3] , [7] .
Tiers are stacked at the die or the wafer level and can be stacked based on Wafer-to-Wafer (W2W), Die-to-Wafer (D2W) or Die-to-Die (D2D) bonding. In W2W bonding, complete wafers are stacked and bonded together. One of the benefits of W2W stacking is the high manufacturing throughput due to single wafer alignment [8] . High alignment accuracy can also be applied to D2W and D2D, but it negatively affects the throughput due to many dies that have to be aligned [8] . However, the yield loss for 3D-SICs is one of the major bottlenecks that must be overcome for 3D technology to make it a lucrative business [9] . The major limitations of W2W stacking is the rapid compound yield decrease, as the number of layers in the stack increases. The compound yield can be improved by wafer matching, initially introduced by Smith et al. [10] . In wafer matching, a software algorithm keeps track of the fault map of each wafer. The algorithm matches wafer pairs that contain the same or similar fault maps. This increases the 3D compound yield over randomly stacked wafers. More elaborated studies of wafer matching are presented in [11] , [12] . Nevertheless, all the published work considered wafer matching with static repositories, i.e., after wafer selection, the repositories are not replenished unless they are empty. In addition, these papers focused only on matching of the good dies from the bottom layer with the good dies from the top layer. However, this could also be the matching of the faulty dies instead of the good dies.
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In this paper, the impact of replenished repositories on the compound yield by using different wafer matching criteria is investigated. In this case, when a wafer is selected from a repository, its empty spot is directly replenished with a new one. This keeps the size of the running repository constant over time. The main contributions of this paper are:
• A new framework that covers all matching processes and wafer matching criteria for both static and running repositories.
• The illustration of the impact of several matching processes and wafer matching criteria on the compound yield of 3D-SICs.
• The demonstration of the impact of running repositories on the 3D-SIC compound yield.
• A comparison between the yield benefits gained from static and running repositories over random stacking. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the prior work in the area of wafer matching. Section III introduces the framework for wafer matching and defines the focus of this paper. Section IV describes the wafer matching scenarios to be experimented with in this work. Section V presents the simulation results and the comparison to the related work. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. Related Prior Work
Improving the yield for 3D circuits based on wafer matching was initially introduced by Smith et al. [10] , where the authors compared the yield improvement of a single die SoC, by mapping it into a 3D-SIC with two equal sized layers. The yield improvement is both simulated for D2W and W2W stacking. In the W2W stacking case, a software matching algorithm is used to select pair-wise the best wafers from two repositories with a size of 25 each. The wafer fault map is based on a random generation.
The concept of W2W matching introduced by Smith [10] is further generalized by Reda et al. [11] . The paper formulates the W2W matching problem and proves it to be N P-hard. Several matching processes and wafer matching algorithms are investigated, including the optimal hard one. In [12] , Verbree et al. define a mathematical model for wafer matching; the model has some practical limitations, but nevertheless it gives a good indication of the yield improvements. The authors include wafer matching simulations for a greedy algorithm that address the limitations. In addition, the authors justify their prebond test cost required for wafer matching.
In [13] , Ferri et al. used wafer matching to increase the parametric yield of a two layered D2W stacked 3D-SIC. Only functional dies are considered in this case to produce an optimal binning; i.e., maximize the fastest speed bins and minimize the slowest ones. Wafer matching is then used to combine and improve the 3D parametric yield by including the process variation of both layers in a D2W stacking approach. The authors were able to increase the number of 3D-SICs in the fastest speed bins as well as simultaneously reducing the number of slow 3D-SICs.
All the related previous work considered static repositories and used a single wafer matching criterion.
III. Wafer Matching Framework
As it has already been mentioned, W2W stacking provides the highest manufacturing throughput and is suitable for wafers with identical die sizes and/or small die sizes. However, it suffers from lower compound yield, as the stacking of bad dies on good dies and vice versa can not be avoided. Wafer matching can be performed on repositories of wafers in order to find out the best wafer combinations that would result in higher yield, given that the wafers were tested before the bonding. This section defines a framework for all possible wafer matching scenarios for 3D W2W stacked ICs; a wafer matching scenario combines different aspects at a time: (a) Static or running repositories, (b) Wafer matching process; e.g., how many wafer and/or layers are considered at each step, and (c) Wafer matching criterion; e.g., select the matching based on the good matched dies.
In the rest of the section, first the problem of W2W 3D-SICs is defined. Then, the aspects of wafer matching scenarios are addressed. Thereafter, the wafer matching framework is given.
A. W2W 3D-SIC Problem
The problem of W2W 3D-SICs can be defined as follows: Given, (a) n number of repositories each with k wafers, (b) fault maps for all the wafers (based on pre-bond testing), and (c) a production size of m 3D-SICs, the purpose is to maximize the overall compound yield for all m 3D-SICs, by selecting appropriate wafers for the n-layer 3D-SICs from the repositories. Figure 1 shows two freedom degrees to create 3D stacks. The vertical direction considers the wafers and the selection freedom here is the number of wafers that are selected to be stacked simultaneously; this can be either one wafer at a time (Wafer-by-Wafer) or k wafers at a time (All-Wafers). The horizontal direction shows the freedom selection from the number of layers that are considered simultaneously for stacking; this can be either two layers at a time (Layer-by-Layer) or n layers at a time (All-Layers). 
B. Static Versus Running Repositories
Wafer matching can be considered as a time consuming process when the objective is to obtain the global compound yield for a production size m; m can be in the order of thousands or millions. To split up and divide the problem, a fixed number of k (usually k << m) wafers per repository can be considered and matched at a time. Depending on either a repository is replenished immediately (after a wafer is removed from it for matching and stacking) or not, two classes can be defined:
• Static repositories: From each repository k wafers are selected and processed before considering the next group of k wafers. The procedure stops after m/k steps.
• Running repositories. Each repository is immediately replenished with a new wafer each time a wafer is selected. The procedure stops after m wafers are processed.
The freedom to select wafers from static repositories reduces over time, since the repositories become more and more empty. Running repositories, however, provide always the full repository (of size k) to select from; this improves the effectiveness of wafer matching as compared with static repositories. The downside of running repositories is that unattractive wafers may remain in the repository for many iterations, occupying space, and in effect reducing the size of the repository in the long run. We call this effect, the repository pollution.
Another difference between static and running repositories is the actual implementation. Static repositories map fairly well onto a production line, where basically the repositories are the wafer containers that move from one machine in the production line to the next. With running repositories, a container would need to go back and forth between the bonding machine and the wafer production line to be replenished, before a new selection is made. Clearly, this is impractical, and therefore we suggest using two containers. One to select from, and one acts as a wafer source to replenish the first one at the bonding machine. This, however, reduces the effective capacity of the bonding machine as both containers are in the machine, yet only one is used to select a wafer from. 
C. Matching Process
The matching process defines the step-by-step process to be followed in order to realize wafer matching. The matching process, therefore, determines the number of repositories and the number of wafers that are considered at a time.
Depending on the number of involved repositories (see also Figure 1 ), two cases are distinguished:
• Layer-by-Layer (LbL): Initially, the first two repositories are selected for wafer matching. In each additional step, only one additional repository is used during matching. Hence, this is an iterative process in terms of the number of involved layers.
• All-Layers (AL): In each step of the wafer matching process, all repositories are used at once. As every wafer in every repository is taken into account, this process is labeled complete. In a similar way, depending on the number of wafers involved in each step of the matching process, two cases can be distinguished:
• Wafer-by-Wafer (WbW): In each step of the wafer matching process, the best wafers contributing to the possible match are selected. Only one wafer from each repository is involved in the matching process, with no regard to the remaining wafers in those repositories. Thus, this process is regarded as greedy.
• All-Wafers (AW): In each step of the wafer matching process, all wafers from all involved repositories are matched. As the process considers all possible outcomes for all k wafers to be matched, this process is considered to be exhaustive. The above combinations result into five possible wafer matching processes, as shown in Figure 2 .
• LbL;WbW: The matching process steps are iterative over the repositories. In each iteration step, only two repositories are considered. First, the best wafer pair for the first two repositories (each with k wafers) is selected. Then, the step is repeated (k−1) times on these two repositories. Thereafter, the process is repeated on the rest of the repositories one by one.
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Note that in each step, the size of the repositories are reduced by one. • WbW;LbL: The matching process steps are iterative over the wafers. In each step, a single wafer is selected iteratively from each repository to form the 3D-SIC. The difference between LbL;WbW and WbW;LbL is the reversed loop order of visiting the repositories and the wafer selections within a repository. • LbL;AW: Similar to LbL;WbW, the matching process iteratively considers two repositories at a time, but in this case, all wafers from the two repositories under consideration are matched. Note that, this matching process is only applicable to static repositories, since running repositories are replenished, each time a wafer is selected from them. The difference between LbL;WbW and LbL;AW is that LbL;AW provides an exhaustive solution within the LbL process, while LbL;WbW selects the wafers one by one in a greedy way.
• AL;WbW: The matching process considers all repositories simultaneously in each matching step, and selects the best matching combination of n wafers along the repositories. The same step is repeated over time. In the case of static repositories, the matching of n wafers along the repositories is performed, first with k wafers and in the second step with k−1 wafers, etc. In case of running repositories, the matching considers always k wafers from each repository. • AL;AW: This is similar to AL;WbW, but here, all k wafers from each repository are matched simultaneously. Note that, this matching process is only applicable to static repositories. It is worth noting that for the LbL processes, an additional freedom can be defined for the traversal order for the repositories. The number of freedom possibilities to step over the repositories equals to n 2 · (n − 2)! = n! 2 ; the first term of the equation represents the number of possibilities to select the first two repositories out of n, while the second term (n − 2)! presents the number of combinations of the remaining repositories.
D. Matching Criteria
The matching processes select wafers based on certain criteria; e.g., best good dies. Each criterion is orthogonal with respect to the process. Based on the fact that each wafer consists of both good and bad dies and that the purpose of the wafer matching is to maximize the compound yield, one can define three possible criteria: (a) maximize the matching good dies, (b) maximize the matching faulty dies, and (c) minimize the matching between good and bad dies. The criteria are defined as follows:
• Max(MG). This criterion selects the best wafer pair combinations based on the maximum Matched Good The objective is to increase the compound yield by minimizing faulty dies that land on good dies and vice versa. All the above criteria produce the same result in terms of compound yield, in case the wafer matching process is exhaustive (AW process) for static repositories. For the greedy wafer matching processes (WbW), it is evident that different criteria lead to different results due to the greediness of the algorithm. For running repositories, the criteria lead to different compound yields, as will be explained next.
In order to provide more insight into the impact of the above criteria on wafer selection, refer to the example shown in Figure 3 , which considers a bottom wafer W b and three potential top wafers (W t1 , W t2 , W t3 ), each with its own fault map. The fault map of each wafer is denoted by F and contains a sequence of 0s (good dies) and 1s (bad dies) ordered according to the indices of the dies on the wafer; e.g., the bottom wafer has F b = 01100110, since the dies 2, 3, 6 and 7 are faulty. The bottom table in the figure lists the value of the different criteria for the three matching possibilities; e.g., for matching W b -W t1 , the number of matched good dies is MG = 4 (which are dies 1, 4, 5, 8). The figure clearly shows that depending on the criterion, different top wafers will be selected; e.g., if max(MG) is considered, then W t1 will be selected. However, if the max(MF) is the criterion, then W t3 is the best match. The criteria can be mathematically formulated. Let the function G(F i ) be the number of faulty dies in the wafer with fault map F i . Then,
Here, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k, where k the repository size. 
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E. The W2W matching framework
The wafer matching scenario aspects discussed in the previous section can be integrated into a complete framework that covers all wafer matching scenarios as shown in Table I . The table shows the possible combinations of matching processes and repository types (e.g., static and running repositories). Each combination results in a wafer matching scenario when combined with a matching criteria. The matching scenarios considered in the previous published work are represented by their references in the table. The criteria are left out, since they are independent of the matching processes. The table shows whether for each combination between the processes and the repository types, a valid combination exists ("yes" in the table) or not ("n.a"). Going vertically down in the entries of the table, more advanced algorithms are used which in general lead to a higher compound yield at the cost of higher computational effort. Putting the previous work in the context of the framework defined in Section III, the following can be concluded. The greedy algorithm in [12] is a LbL;WbW process. It creates a sorted list based on the compound yield of all wafer combinations between two repositories. From this list, valid pairs are selected starting from the highest yield. A combination is considered invalid when at least one of the wafers of the current compound has already been taken in a previous selection. After the repositories are empty, the repository of the next layer is matched with the current temporary stacks. In [11] , three matching scenarios are described. In the first scenario, a greedy algorithm is used to create a sorted list of all k n wafer combinations; this is in fact AL;WbW process. The difference with the greedy algorithm in [12] is that in this scenario all layers are considered at the same time. The second scenario, referred to as the Iterative Heuristic Matching (IHM) algorithm, considers two repositories at a time and optimally matches them by the Hungarian algorithm. These steps are iteratively repeated by including one additional repository in each iteration. The IHM algorithm is an LbL;AW process. In the third scenario, a global optimal algorithm based on Inter Linear Programming (ILP) is used to explore the exhaustive search space and obtain the global maximum yield. The execution time reduction of ILP scenario is realized by relaxing the ILP and allowing the program variables to take fractional values; this resulted into Upper Bound (UB) scenario. The ILP and UB scenarios are both AL;AW processes. From Table I we conclude that several scenarios are not explored yet, mainly the ones for running repositories. This paper explores part of this space as will be explained in the next section.
IV. Scenarios for Running Repositories
The paper focuses on the impact of running repositories on the compound yield. Different wafer matching scenarios are considered based on the WbW;LbL matching process and different matching criteria. Due to space limitation and its low time and memory complexity, WbW;LbL is the only wafer matching processes considered in this paper.
As already explained, WbW;LbL process considers only two repositories at a time; in addition, only a single wafer pair selection is performed. Based on the wafer pairs selection order, three LbL;WbW matching processes can be defined:
• FIFO1-based WbW;LbL matching process.
• FIFOn-based WbW;LbL matching process.
• Best Pair-based WbW;LbL matching process. Note that there are 9 matching scenarios, where 9 = 1 (running repository) · 3 (matching processes) · 3 (matching criteria). These are explained next.
A. FIFO1
In the FIFO1-based matching process the wafers from the first repository are selected based on a FIFO approach, as depicted in Figure 4 for n = 3. The wafers from repository 1 (rp1) are selected without any freedom and matched with the best wafer from the second repository. The process iterates over all the repositories. The size of the first repository is actually irrelevant, and can be changed to one. The order in which the repositories are traversed is linear starting at repository 1 and ending at repository n. Note that for FIFO1, the pollution is not critical for the first repository, since wafers are forced to get out. The runtime complexity of FIFO1 is O(m·k ·(n− 1)) = O(m · k · n). The worst case memory complexity is O(n); this is the memory required to store the list of indices holding the positions of the selected wafers from each repository. 
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Fig. 5. Matching scenario FIFOn
B. FIFOn
In the FIFOn-based matching process, we generalize the concept of FIFO1. This is performed by moving the FIFOrepository in a round robin fashion among all repositories as shown in Figure 5 for n = 3. At the left side of the figure, repository one (rp1) is used as FIFO. After an ncompound stack is created, the repository belonging to the next layer is considered to be the FIFO as shown in the middle of the figure. Here, the algorithm starts from rp2 and proceeds next with rp1 and rp3; the traversal order is written in the top part of Figure 5 . For the next compound, rp3 is used as FIFO. These steps are repeated until the production size is reached. The first traversed repository is the repository that is considered as FIFO, the remaining repositories are traversed in monolithic increasing order starting at repository 1 and ending at repository n. FIFOn is able to control the pollution since it forces wafers to stay maximally n · k cycles in a repository. In this way, the repositories are not contaminated with bad wafers that stay for a long time in the repositories without being selected. The memory and runtime complexity for this scenario are the same as in the case for FIFO1, since it only changes the position of the FIFO-repository.
C. Best Pair (BP)
In the BP-based matching process, the wafers from the first two repositories are matched in pairs without any selection restrictions; see Figure 6 for n = 3. The process iteratively proceeds along the repositories until a single n-compound match is determined. Then, this process is repeated until the production size m is met. The BP matching process has more freedom in wafer selection, as compared to FIFOn, but it lacks controlling the repository pollution. The runtime complexity equals to O(m · k · n + k 2 ) = O(mkn). Initially, k 2 comparisons are performed on the initial set of the first two repositories. The best pair is selected and used to search for the best matching with the rest of repositories (one by one); this requires (n−2) * k comparisons. Note that after replenishing, the process will be repeated; however, now the first two repositories require only 2 * k−1 comparisons rather than k 2 since the results of the previous comparison can be reused. The memory complexity is O(k 2 +n), required to store all k 2 compound yield combinations between the first repositories, and to hold a list of n numbers identifying the indices of the selected wafers of each repository. 
V. Simulation Results
This section presents the simulation results and analyzes the impact of the 9 wafer matching scenarios discussed in the previous section of the compound yield (i.e., FIFO1-based, FIFOn-based and BP-Based scenarios). Section V-A describes the experimental setup. Section V-B provides the impact of the running repositories, while V-C presents the impact on repository 'pollution'. Finally, the best wafer matching scenario will be selected and compared to related work in Section V-D.
A. Experimental Setup
The experiments are based on the reference process in [12] . A standard 300 mm diameter wafer is selected with an edge clearance of 3 mm. The defect density is considered to be d 0 = 0.5 defects/cm 2 and the defect clustering parameter α = 0.5. For the reference design, the die area is assumed to be A=50mm 2 . For this die area and wafer size, the number of Gross Dies per Wafer (GDW) approximately equals to 1278 [15] . The expected yield of the wafers can be estimated by the negative binomial formula as: y = (1 + A·d0 α ) −α = 81.65% [16] .
In our experiments, we simulate a production size m = 25000. Here, m is the number of produced 3D-SICs. Initially, each repository is filled up with k wafers and after selecting and stacking m-compound wafers, the wafers that are left in the repository are discarded and not included in the simulation results for two reasons.
1) First, we want to observe the impact of the running repository only. 2) Second, even if the wafers would be thrown away, their impact on the compound yield is minimal (k/m), due to a high production volume m. Actually, the matching scenarios presented in [11] and [12] for static repositories could be used to match these last k unconsidered wafers.
To measure the impact of running repositories on the compound yield (while considering repository size, wafer yield and matching criteria) as well as repository pollution, three experiments are performed:
• In experiment 1, the impact on the compound yield for different stacked number of layers n (2 ≤ n ≤ 6) for various repository sizes is examined. The reference Fig. 7 . Impact of n and k on compound yield for FIFO1 using the reference process 
Fig. 8. Impact of wafer yield and k on the compound yield for FIFO1
process is considered and all criteria are simulated for each scenario.
• In experiment 2, we adjust the wafer yield of the reference process over a wide range to simulate the impact of the compound yield on stacked 3D-SICs. We consider a stack of two layers and vary the repository size.
• The last experiment consists of indirect measurement of the repository pollution. By plotting the compound yield for different stack sizes versus different production sizes m, we can indirectly measure the pollution that takes place and observe the effect on the compound yield. Moreover, we look at the compound yield differences between FIFO1 and FIFOn. Figure 7 plots the relative compound yield increase with respect to random stacking (i.e., k = 1) for different stacked layers n and repository sizes k for each criteria, while Figure 8 plots the relative compound yield increase with respect to wafer yield. Due to space limitation, only the simulation results for FIFO1-based matching processes are presented here. The figures clearly show that the relative compound yield increases with larger repositories and lower wafer yield, but the obtained gain stabilizes as the size of k becomes larger; the trends are similar for all criteria. It is worth noting that FIFOn-based and BP-based show similar trends as FIFO1-based wafer matching processes.
B. Impact of Running Repositories
Let's now examine the impact of the matching criteria on the compound yield. Figure 7 shows that the criteria min(UF) outperforms the other two criteria for n ≥ 3. On the other hand, Figure 8 indicates that min(UF) performs the best for wafer yields in the range of 50%-70%, while the criteria max(MF) performs the best for higher wafer yield (80% and above).
To obtain a better picture of the impact of the criteria on the compound yield, simulation for all scenarios (FIFO1, FIFOn and BP) and different criteria for a fixed repository size of k = 50 has been performed. Figure 9 and 10 show the results. One can conclude the following:
• In general, a higher improvement can be gained for larger stack sizes and lower wafer yield. Note that, when the stack size increases, the compound yield decreases.
• FIFOn always performs better than FIFO1 for the same conditions, especially for the criteria that relatively perform poor. This difference in performance is minimal for min(UF) criterion; this means that in this case a small pollution is taking place (see next section).
• Overall, BP scenario scores the best in terms of compound yield. Depending on the value of the wafer yield y, BP has to be combined with appropriate criterion. For wafer yield 50≤y≤70, BP combined with Min(UF) scores the best, while for y≥80 BP combined with Max(MF) scores the best. wafer yield (%)
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Fig. 10. Yield versus wafer yield
The above results clearly show that BP scenario outperforms both FIFO1 and FIFOn. The question is now which matching criterion has to be combined with -for a certain process-to maximize the compound yield. Table II answers this question. The table shows the criteria for different top wafer yield y t and bottom wafer yield y b that have be selected to achieve the highest compound yield. From the table one can conclude the following:
• When the wafer yield is low, the Max(MG) criterion should be selected. Max(MG) tries to match the good dies only and since these are in minority, the choice to select the best matching is relatively easy.
• For wafer yield in midrange values, the Min(UF) criterion performs the best. In this case, the probability of the presence of good and bad dies is similar.
• For very high wafer yield, it is most advantageous to select the Max(MF) criterion. In this case, the matching is based on faulty dies. As the faulty dies are in minority due to a high wafer yield, an overall highest compound yield is obtained if the matching of the minority dies is maximized.
The above clearly shows that an adaptive BP-based wafer matching is the best approach to realize the maximal overall compound yield. the matching criterion to be used. As an example, consider a three layered stack with equal wafer yield of 80%. According to Table II , the matching of the bottom and middle wafers is performed best using the Max(MF) criterion. If we assume now that the compound yield of this twostacked IC is 70%, then the matching with the third layer can be best performed based on the min(UF) criterion. This adaptive BP scenario always results in the highest yield for all simulation parameters. From now on, we refer to adaptive BP as the matching scenario that adapts itself with respect to the criterion selection. In the next section, this adaptive scenario is used for comparison with the related work.
C. Repository pollution
In order to estimate the repository pollution, the compound yield for different production sizes is simulated. FIFO1 and FIFOn scenarios are considered for this experiment because: (a) they have the same complexity and (b) FIFOn forces the wafers to leave the repositories while FIFO1 does this only for one repository. Comparing these two scenarios will provide us with an idea about the impact of repository pollution on the overall compound yield. Figure 11 plots the relative compound yield for the FIFO1-and FIFOn-based matching processes over random stacking for different production wafer sizes m. Here, the reference process is used with n = 2, k = 25 and the matching criterion max(MG). Three observations can be made from the graph:
• The relative yield for both FIFO1 as well as FIFOn decreases with increasing production size. For low m (typically below 200), the yield for both scenarios are Paper 6.2 INTERNATIONAL TEST CONFERENCE 8 almost the same.
• As the size of m increases (hence probability of having bad wafers increases), the difference in yield between FIFOn and FIFO1 becomes more visible. The compound yield of FIFO1 decreases faster than that of FIFOn; FIFOn forces wafers to leave the repository at most after k · n cycles and this has a positive affect on the yield.
• The yield degradation due to pollution is stabilizing for larger m. It can be concluded that in order to minimize the pollution and improve the overall compound yield, it is important to implement a mechanism to force the wafers to leave the repositories after a certain time period.
D. Comparison of Matching Scenarios
In this section, we compare our adaptive BP matching scenario with the scenarios of static repositories published in [11] . We reproduce the same experiments as in [11] ; we compare the optimal UB scenario and when this scenario is inapplicable due to memory limitations, the IMH scenario is used [11] . It is worth noting that in case of the optimal UB, different wafer matching criteria will lead to the same compound yield and thus they are not able to enhance the compound yield further. Table III and IV show these differences for n=3, k=25 with 590 dies per wafer. In each table, the first column provides the varied parameter of the simulation (i.e., stacked number of layers n and the wafer yield y); the second column reports the compound yield of the related work; the third column presents the compound yield of the adaptive BP scenario; the fourth column shows the relative improvement of the BP algorithm versus the obtained yield of the related work; finally, the last column shows the improvement of the BP scenario relative to random stacking. From the tables, we can clearly conclude that running repositories lead to a higher compound yield than static repositories. Although the yield improvement is small, the time complexity difference is huge as summarized in Table V; the table also gives an overview over the memory and runtime complexity cost for each wafer matching scenario. For example, the optimal static algorithm in [11] implemented in C++, requires 0.392 seconds to solve an instance for n = 3 and 40.64 seconds for n = 4 and runs out of memory for larger number of stacked layers [11] . For the same parameters, our adaptive BP scenario implemented in Matlab required only 0.0028 seconds while using a negligible amount of memory to match a single compound for n = 7.
It is important noting that using of wafer matching requires pre-bond testing. Hence, it is worth to examine the additional costs required for pre-bond testing. We compare [11] Greedy depends on the stack size n. For Figure 12 (b), this package waste is equal to 2.0% for all different yields [12] . The numbers on top of the bars in Figure 12 (c) present the yield gain relative to random stacking. Note that these are independent of the test flow.
Relatively to test cost of Test Flow (A), which has no pre-bond die tests, Test Flow (B) negatively effects the test cost, while test flow (C) is able to reduce the test cost per functional good stack. For example, in Figure 12 (c), for a two-stacked 3D-SIC, the test time reduction is 0.55 %, the yield is increased with 1.43%, while the packaging cost is increased with 2%. For a six-layered stack, a test cost reduction of 9.23% is expected with a yield increase of 13.39%, but with a package cost increase of only 5.9%. Since the compound yield for running repositories is higher than that of static repositories (while the test costs are the same), we can conclude that the test time per functional working die is lower than in the case of static repositories.
VI. Conclusion
This paper investigates the impact of running repositories on the compound yield for 3D-ICs based on waferto-wafer (W2W) stacking. It first introduces a framework for 3D W2W matching, which consists of several wafer matching scenarios. Each scenario is a combination of a matching process, wafer matching criterion, and a repository type (e.g., running or static repositories). The framework shows several scenarios that are not explored yet and a subset of it was selected for further investigation.
Nine wafer matching scenarios have been analyzed based on running repositories. The simulation results showed that the compound yield not only depends on the wafer yield and the number of stacked layers, but also strongly depends on the selected wafer matching scenario. By merging the best performing criteria into the best wafer matching process, an adaptive matching scenario is created that provides the best solution at runtime. By using the adaptive wafer matching scenario, we were able to improve the compound yield up to 13.39% relative to random stacking for realistic wafer yield. Moreover, the adaptive approach outperforms the compound yield of all wafer matching scenarios based on static repositories at a lower cost in terms of the test time, the required memory and time complexity.
